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MORE THAN A PROMISE

As business partner, employer, and community supporter, Peterbilt delivers.

A LETTER FROM THE GENERAL MANAGER

CUSTOMERS FIRST
With 2020 fresh in our rearview mirror,

it would be easy to look back and reflect on
the numerous challenges that occurred on
an unprecedented global scale, but that’s not
the Peterbilt way. Peterbilt pushes forward,
always striving for improvement, advancement, providing our industry leadership, and
putting our customers and employees first.
This past year saw Peterbilt achieve significant milestones with our facilities, plan-

COMMAND
AND
CONTROL
The UltraShift® PLUS VCS. Gear Selection Logic and low-speed maneuverability make
it the smartest transmission for the job. Through extended low and reverse gear ratio
coverage, it provides low ground speed for curbing, creeping, spreading, and paving.
For highway construction and dump operations, it is designed with deep reduction and
fast, flexible reverse gearing. The patented shift logic and controls within every UltraShift
PLUS constantly adapt based on changes in weight of load, grade, and power, making
adjustments to maximize efficiency. And it’s all backed by the solutions, support and
expertise of the Roadranger® network. Learn more at eatoncummins.com

ning, products, and people leading the way.
It also marked the 40th anniversary of

Jason Skoog

the opening of our manufacturing facility
here in Denton, Texas. Since its beginnings

Peterbilt is also proud to be the first heavy-duty truck manufacturer to earn ISO

and still today, the plant has operated under

certification in business continuity. In short, our early initiatives in emergency pre-

a dual set of equally important themes, “pur-

paredness and having a unified disaster response plan in place, aligned with FEMA

poseful innovation” and “family first.” We

and the CDC, positioned Peterbilt and its dealers as critical businesses when the pan-

see ourselves as a big family here. At the end

demic began, ensuring that we would play a vital role in providing and distributing

of the day it’s all about the people. Together,

critically necessary supplies in our communities.

we will continue to drive meaningful quality

Peterbilt employees once again gave to the United Way of Denton County in a

improvements into the product, increase

big way during our annual week of giving. More than $423,000 was raised in 2020

the quality and efficiency of the plant, and

for the community, and we have plans already in place to make 2021 even bigger.

ensure that we have world-class performance
in safety.

These are only a few examples of the many milestones that have been a
hallmark of Peterbilt’s industry leadership. Everything we do is driven by an

Peterbilt is leading the charge in bat-

unrelenting commitment and dedication to having a true partnership with

tery-electric commercial vehicles. Customers

our customers by helping them maximize their efficiencies, productivity, and

seeking zero-emissions options can now

uptime—a customer-first philosophy.

choose from three new vehicles that are
available for order right now: Model 220EV

Together, let’s look forward to 2021 and the bright future ahead.

with a range of 200 miles, Model 520EV
with a range of 80-100 miles, and Model
579EV with a range of up to 150 miles.

Jason Skoog

Read more about these innovative new tech-

PACCAR Vice President

nologies on page 36.

Peterbilt General Manager

©2021 Eaton Cummins Automated Transmission Technologies. All rights reserved.
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ASK THE EXPERT

In the event of AN EMERGENCY

As Peterbilt’s business continuity administrator, Sarah Swanson spent four years laying the
groundwork for the company’s unified disaster response—and then a global pandemic hit.
First of all, what is a business
continuity administrator?
He or she is the person who sets up the
systems that help a company deal with
threats to the business in advance of those
threats. Of course, you want to attempt
to prevent a problem, but some things
cannot be prevented, and so the business
continuity administrator puts processes
and people in place to enable ongoing
operations in the event of a disaster.
Did you go to school for this work?
Not at first. I earned my undergraduate
degree in philosophy at SMU and taught
high school English. But then I got a
master’s in industrial technology with an
emphasis on emergency management at
Texas A&M. At that time, the chair of
the program was a county commissioner
who worked with the Department of
Homeland Security, and he got me an
internship there. My first real job in the
field was with FEMA.
You’re Peterbilt’s first business
continuity administrator. What did
you find when you joined the
team in 2016?
Peterbilt already
had a document that outlined business
continuity plans. It was updated every
year, but my job is to put real action
behind such a document. In a way, the
physical document itself becomes irrelevant once you educate all the senior
6
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managers about their roles in the plan
and each department owns its own business continuity processes. When people
truly understand and exercise their roles,
responsibilities, and priorities, that’s when
you have a workable, comprehensive incident response plan.
What kinds of disasters are you
prepared for?
The types of things that can interrupt
business operations and revenue are limitless. We prepare for both physical
interruptions, such as fires, floods, and
tornadoes, as well as nonphysical interruptions, such as cybersecurity attacks
and infectious diseases. However, we
don’t plan for every scenario that can
ever happen, how bad it’s going to be,
and how long it’s going to last. If we
did, we’d never get anywhere, and there
might still be something unplanned
for. Instead, we do what’s called riskbased, all-hazards planning. Based on
FEMA models and best practices, it’s an
integrated approach that focuses on the
resources needed for a full spectrum of
emergencies or disasters.

chair of the Local Emergency Planning
Committee for Denton County, and
last year I started hosting meetings at
Peterbilt. Another member of the committee is someone from Denton County
Public Health. After attending a meeting
here, he wrote me that the company and
the health department at one time had an
agreement that Peterbilt would be what’s
called a “closed point of dispensing partner.” It’s basically an agreement with the
CDC that establishes us as a point of distribution for medication, including vaccines, in a large public health emergency.
This would allow Peterbilt employees
and their families to get medication or
vaccines without having to stand in line
somewhere else. After talking with him,
I proposed to our leadership that we
resume that partnership, which we did.
At around the same time, I went
to an MIT business continuity course.
There, a microbiologist presented information about preparing for a pandemic.
It seemed really far-fetched at the time,
but it did catch my attention.
Additionally, I was also looking into
becoming a FEMA

Response Coordination Center, Regional
Response Coordination Centers, and a
broad network of state and federal emergency management teams. That’s especially important when a disaster hits anywhere in the U.S., because we have ways
to communicate directly with FEMA
about the impact on us and any issues we
have. We signed the agreement the day we
activated our business continuity plan for
the pandemic. It’s been a lifesaver.
In what ways?
The effects of this particular disaster
have been far reaching, and the varying
responses of different states has meant
that at times our suppliers in one area
were prohibited from operating in areas
with different restrictions. Through a
collaboration of effort, FEMA was able
to step in and advocate for the suppliers
as essential businesses. That’s one example
of how the agency was able to ease the
way for Peterbilt to continue to operate.
Here’s another example: When the
pandemic’s impact first began and mandatory county closures were becoming

your mind?
Yes. There had already been a lot of effort
made toward preparedness—but not
because I have a crystal ball. I’m the vice

National Business Emergency Operations
Center (NBEOC) partner. Whenever
there is an active disaster response,
NBEOC members get access to helpful resources, including open lines of
communication with FEMA’s National

to be able to run the business and be confident in knowing that disaster response is
handled. I will continue to work every day
to keep us on track. Last year, Peterbilt
earned ISO certification in business continuity, becoming the first heavy-duty truck

After all of this, do you ever think
that when the next emergency or
disaster happens that you’ll be able
to do it with your eyes closed and
one arm tied behind your back?
[laughs] Yes and no. I feel confident
about where we are in terms of business
continuity readiness now. No matter
what the next situation is, we have such
a solid and validated system in place
and have built such strong relationships
internally and externally that I know
that we will be able to respond effectively, quickly, and in a unified way.
However, just because we are in the
middle of a crisis doesn’t mean there’s
not another one on the horizon, and
I think about what might be next all
the time. My focus is always on doing
the next right thing—whatever that
next right thing is.

manufacturer to do so. At that point,
the PACCAR leadership team became
really interested in expanding business continuity efforts
to other parts of the
PACCAR family.
There was already a
lot of support, but
the effort will be
more accelerated

and

intense.

widespread, FEMA did not understand
our dealer network as critical businesses
because the agency was not aware
of the dealers’ role as
technical
centers—and one that also relies
on PACCAR Parts to operate and support

So pandemic prep was already on

closing their DMVs, nationwide, one by
one, which meant fleets couldn’t get the
registrations needed to operate. Through
conversations with the NBEOC, FEMA
took action to designate DMVs as essential critical infrastructure.

the trucks. I was able to go to NBEOC
and explain their critical necessity and
priority, as FEMA had agreed from the
get-go that keeping trucks moving was a
top priority. Even with this resolved, continuity issues arose each day, like counties

Looking
a little bit
more long
term, what is
the next right
thing in terms of
business continuity?
One of my top three goals is that the leadership team has calm in a crisis. They need
W inter 2021
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BEST

With a fleet of new Model 579s, Montgomery
Transport sets a high operating standard with
state-of-the-art equipment and strong core values.

OF THE BEST

Rollins Montgomery is a serious
businessman. In the last 10 years, he’s built
a portfolio of trucking companies by focusing
on three things: best-in-class trucks, driven by

Montgomery Transport

Location: Birmingham, Alabama
Founded: 2011
Number of Employees: 545
Primary Freight: steel beams, tubing,
coils and rebar; building materials;
OEM support; utility works
Number of Trucks: 460 (73%
Peterbilt)

class service. Driven by these values, Montgomery

Model 579 Specs

pulling 53-foot, all-aluminum trailers with cus-
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Transport has become a leading U.S. flatbed carrier.
Based in Birmingham, Alabama, the company
is part of Montgomery Entities, which also includes
MT Dedicated, MT Select, RM Logistics, and
Montgomery Logistics. Montgomery Transport
specializes in overlength, heavy, and wide loads,
tomized Peterbilt Model 579s.
Photography by Joseph De Sciose

Engine: PACCAR MX-13
Horsepower: 455
Transmission: 10-speed manual/10and 12-speed automatic
Front Axle: Dana Spicer
Rear Axle: PACCAR
Sleeper: 72-inch High Roof
Interior: Prestige
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best-in-class drivers who are committed to best-in-

“Montgomery Entities is supported by Peterbilt
and PACCAR in a very strong way,” says Rollins,
who started his first trucking enterprise in 2004. “A
real benefit in working with Peterbilt is the ability
to work closely with their engineers to custom spec
our trucks to our precise applications.”
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Getting started

“OUR UPTIME IS 99
PERCENT ... THAT KIND
OF RECORD REQUIRES AN
UNBELIEVABLE ASSET.
IT ALSO REQUIRES A
TREMENDOUS AMOUNT OF
SUPPORT FROM A SERVICE
PERSPECTIVE, AND
PETERBILT’S SMARTLINQ IS
A CRITICAL PART OF THAT
EQUATION.” —CEO ROLLINS
MONTGOMERY

of customers, he formed Montgomery

the road. I have stood behind that

After graduating from Auburn

Transport in 2011 with 25 Peterbilt

promise and that will never change.”

University, Rollins went to work for

trucks. “In short order, I added 25

a steel tube manufacturer, where he

more and haven’t looked back since,”

learned the ins and outs of manufac-

he says. Today Montgomery Transport

turing. He spent time in warehousing,

runs around 460 power units aver-

“I’ve said this on millions of occa-

sales, logistics, and operations, and says

aging about 560 miles per trip. The

sions in my career: we’re only as good

he “developed a great understanding

Montgomery Entities combined run

as our people. We’re only as good as the

of what a manufacturer needs.” It was

about 700 units. Growth has been

person behind the wheel,” Rollins says.

while working in receiving that he noted

organic, Rollins says, “and we couldn’t

“So we must have a cab and a tractor

that contract drivers turned three or four

have done it without Peterbilt to sup-

that is comfortable for our drivers. Our

deliveries each day. “As I was analyzing

port us.”

drivers are spending far more time in

the operation, utilization became a key

Top priorities

their trucks than they are at home,

factor I knew I could improve upon,” he
says. That’s how RM Logistics was born.

earliest days of his business: the right

Peterbilt,” Rollins says. “I didn’t know

equipment and the right people. He fig-

anything about transportation whatso-

ured everything else would follow.

three turns a day for the steel tube manufacturer, his trucks were making 10.

From the very beginning, Rollins
established a habit of collecting feedback

underpins that pledge.

so putting our drivers in Peterbilts—
where they are comfortable, where they
have a great place to put their heads
down at night, where they feel safe—is
important. The Model 579 provides all
of that and more.”
Driver Jason Gresham agrees. He’s

from drivers and using it to improve

been hauling freight since 2006 and

Tireless and ambitious, Rollins con-

operations. “One of my favorite things

says, “The cab space of the 579 is amaz-

tinued to work at the manufacturer

to do as a startup was to engage driv-

ing. There’s so much room, so much

and grow his nascent trucking business

ers about how to be the best,” he says.

headspace, legroom. These trucks are

for eight years. “In early 2011, I had

“Every week for three years I talked to

built for driver comfort, but they’re still

a decision to make: pursue a career in

new hires on Thursday afternoons. We

the hardest working trucks out there.”

steel tubing or dedicate myself to my

talked about on-time deliveries, respect

Montgomery Transport’s uptime

trucking company. I couldn’t continue

for one another, the importance of com-

is evidence of that. “Our uptime is

to do both,” he says. “I chose to pursue

munication, and our equipment.

99 percent. You won’t find that in

the trucking business. That was the best
thing for my family.”
With real-life insight into the needs

F irst C l ass M agazine

CEO had a couple of priorities from the

“My first truck happened to be a

ever.” Soon though, instead of doing

10

A hands-on owner, the founder and

The value of professional drivers

“One thing I always promised our

too many places,” Rollins says with

drivers is that we will provide them

pride. “That kind of record requires

with the absolute best equipment on

an unbelievable asset. It also requires

W inter 2021
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Behind the Wheel

“EVERYTHING WE PUT OUR HANDS ON OUT HERE
HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH KEEPING THE
WORLD GOING.” —DRIVER ROSKCO CRAIG JR.

Rosko Craig Jr.

a tremendous amount of support from

slow to embrace technology,” Rollins

of qualified drivers. Then came a pan-

a service perspective, and Peterbilt’s

says, “but technology is a beautiful

demic that few businesses anticipated.

SmartLINQ is a critical part of that

thing. Seven years ago, when new emis-

equation.”

sions standards were issued, the indus-

PACCAR Financial and PACCAR

try had about a 12-month learning

Parts are integral to that support

curve. Our learning curve was far less,”

system, as well. Working together,

he says. “We worked with Peterbilt to

Peterbilt and PACCAR helped ensure

understand the technology and drill

that Montgomery Transport didn’t miss

down on certain aspects to make adjust-

a beat even when the coronavirus pan-

ments. For example, through progres-

demic hit unexpectedly. That, in turn,

sive shifting—adjusting shift patterns

allowed Montgomery Transport to be a

via the engine control module—we get

Yet as Alabama Trucking Association’s
2019 Alabama Driver of the Year,
Craig has a shiny black Model 579
that speaks to his hard work, dedication, and impeccable driving record
that spans more than 3 million miles.

reliable partner for its customers.

better fuel efficiency by burning less

“Trucking was a childhood dream
of mine,” says Rosko Craig Jr., who
joined the Montgomery Transport
team seven years ago. He did not,
however, dream that he’d ever
drive a Peterbilt with his name
emblazoned on the door.

“There aren’t too many things we
can’t do for our customer base,” Rollins

treatment systems.

customer base also deemed essential,
Montgomery Transport kept things
moving. “To be able to provide goods—
for example, tubing going to a hospital in New York City for emergency
beds—has been unbelievably rewarding,” Rollins says. “Plus, we’ve been
able to continue to provide stability for
our employees, even as unemployment
rates rose.”
When Rollins speaks, his passion

says, “but that’s driven by the best asset

“After a lot of dialogue, we are

for the trucking business is evident. He

behind the wheel and a truck that can

way beyond the hurdles that prevent

sees every challenge as an opportunity,

“This is my baby,” he says. “I love
it. I love the room, the refrigerator,
the microwave. I’ve got my TV
mounted on the wall.” Craig also
loves the uptime of his Model 579.
“I’m always moving,” he says, noting that his truck gets 7 mpg and is
loaded with safety features.

support those needs.”

companies from taking advantage of

which means he sees plenty of oppor-

Technology and fuel economy

technological enhancements.”

tunity for each of the Montgomery

Lately, Craig has been more aware
than ever that his is an essential
job—one that has been vital to
managing the COVID-19 pandemic
as well as recovery from natural disasters around the country.
“Everything we put our hands on
out here has something to do with
keeping the world going,” he says.

Technology is also a cornerstone

ers appreciate the fuel economy of

of safety for Montgomery Transport,

the Model 579. That’s because most

which consistently wins fleet safety

Montgomery drivers have incentives

awards from the Alabama Trucking

tied to mpg. “The 579 lets us put more

Association. The company invests in

In 2017, Montgomery launched an

money in our drivers’ pockets,” Rollins

excess of $10,000 in safety equipment

independent contractor company, MT

says, adding that the company averages

for each truck. Options such as Bendix

Select, to offer drivers additional oppor-

6.8 to 6.9 mpg hauling up to 50,500

Fusion, a dashcam, and a camera mon-

tunities. This year, PACCAR Financial

pounds of steel.

itor system ensure that drivers have

has allowed the company to facilitate a

every available tool to do their jobs

straight lease option on 2021 Peterbilt

without incident.

567s. This program is expected to

Looking ahead

include 60 units by the end of 2020.

He credits a couple of things for
that fuel economy. To start, the company worked with Peterbilt engineers
to “really lean out the truck’s specs.”
technology to improve fuel efficiency.
“A lot of people in our industry are

F irst C l ass M agazine

divisions in today’s marketplace. He’s

In addition to comfort, driv-

Second, they’ve taken advantage of

12

carbon and putting less strain on after-

As an essential provider with a

focused on growth and knows that
Peterbilt stands ready to answer his call
for new trucks.

For a number of years, trucking has

“There is no doubt in my mind

been in what Rollins calls “a very chal-

that when I call my dealer and say our

lenging cycle,” with insurance increases,

90-day forecast was spot on, Peterbilt is

falling used truck prices, and a shortage

there to support us. It’s a true partner.”

W inter 2021
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Technology and purposeful innovation
set it apart, but people make Peterbilt’s Denton
production facility the special place it is.

PEOPLE, PRIDE

& PURPOSE
and efficiency of the plant, and ensure

graphical analysis of the North Texas

in Denton, Texas, is a mod-

that we have world-class performance

location, ground was finally broken

ern-day manufacturing mar-

in safety.

for the 435,000-square-foot plant. The

vel. At 40 years old, the plant continues to set standards for innovation
and technology, as evidenced by ISO

this happen — that’s what it’s all about.”

certification for quality management

In the mid-1970s, production

principles, environmental management

at Peterbilt’s existing Nashville and

systems and business continuity man-

Newark, California, plants were at full

agement systems. A facility that once

capacity. Seeking ways to better serve a

produced one truck every other day now

growing customer base in the Midwest

has a build-rate capacity pushing 200

and Southwest and meet skyrocketing

trucks a day.

sales demands, Peterbilt management

But for all the achievements and
platitudes of the facility that produces

cast their eyes on Texas.

Breaking ground in Denton

80-acre site was just outside of Denton,
a city then of about 50,000 residents on
the northern fringe of the Dallas-Fort
Worth metroplex.
“This is a proud moment for
Peterbilt,” Rohr added. “And I’m sure a
happy one for the thousands of truckers
who are currently driving another kind
of rig because they couldn’t get a Pete.
You see, at Peterbilt, since 1939, the
demand has always outnumbered the
supply. That’s because when you build

the trucks known as the class of the

“I’m so damn glad that we’ve finally

a custom truck like we do, you often

industry, there’s a core human compo-

begun that I’ve instructed my staff to

times just can’t build them fast enough

nent that forms its foundation.

shovel up some of that Denton dirt and

for everyone who wants the finest truck

mail it out in individual sacks to our

on the road.”

“Our people are the heartbeat of
Peterbilt,” says Tina Albert, who has
overseen operations as plant manager
since 2020. “At the end of the day, it’s all
about our people. We will continue to

14

“But it takes our people to make all

entire dealer body to say we told you so,”
Peterbilt general manager Ig Rohr told
those gathered at the groundbreaking
in 1978.

From the day the Denton plant
opened it was a state-of-the-art showcase. “Purposeful innovation” was a
driving theme in its design, and it was

drive meaningful quality improvements

Indeed, after four years of site visits,

evident throughout as Peterbilt sought

into the product, increase the output

cost studies, design, planning, and geo-

to establish “advanced manufacturing

F irst C l ass M agazine

Photography by Tom Judd

T

he Peterbilt production facility

The Denton plant hit a milestone in September, when it completed its 10,000th Model 359
UltraLoft. The truck is now part of the fleet at Minnesota-based Long Haul Trucking.
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technologies” as one of two pil-

ties because we knew those types

Bishop, was the second local Denton hire

“In other words, don’t wait for an acci-

a 4,000-square-foot interactive dis-

lars of production in Denton. For

of people would become equally

in 1980. “That feeling has lasted all these

dent to happen to start talking about

play and welcoming area for customers

example, rollover assembly—a

involved at work.”

years, and I’m very appreciative. Even

safety. We try to make the conversation

and tour groups; a custom, automated

back when we started, you could feel it in

not just about avoiding doing things

monorail system that carries cabs and

people’s attitudes and see it in their smiles.

wrong but talking about it when people

chassis through the production process;

I had never experienced such teamwork

do things right.”

robotic cab paint booths; and robotic

chassis started its journey down

Susan Bishop was the first

the line upside down, then was

local hire at Denton and began

rolled over to allow easier worker

work as an employment specialist

access—improved safety and effi-

in June 1980.

ciency and reduced worker fatigue.

“It’s the same today as it was

Computerized hole punching of the
frame ensured precision placement.
A

platform

conveyor

system

moved both workers and assembly
through the production process.
Additionally, the plant was quite
“green” for its day, and exceeded
standards established by the EPA
and Texas Air Control Board.

Above: Breaking ground for Peterbilt’s Denton plant in 1978 are (left to right)
Peterbilt General Manager Ig Rohr, PACCAR Vice President Joseph Dunn,
and PACCAR Vice President Bob Sill.
Below: This Model 359 day cab purchased by Kilsby-Roberts, a specialty
bar and tubing company in Fort Worth, was the first truck to roll off the
Denton line.

The initial Denton team comprised 82 workers, who as highly
skilled employees made up the
other of Denton’s pillars of production. Twenty-five of them came
from either Newark or Nashville.
The remaining workers were local

people. Peterbilt people are the

off the Newark production line.

finest people you’ll ever meet.

Meanwhile, the Denton plant contin-

The only difference between the

ued to grow, more so by its technologi-

people now and in 1980 is that

cal innovation, efficiency, and through-

there are more of them.

put than its actual footprint. Peterbilt

“The image of Peterbilt is still
quality, caring, and first class.
There’s a lot of pride that comes

did throughput at Denton. The plant

though I don’t do the nuts and

that opened in 1980 with a production

bolts of production, when I see a

goal of 16 trucks a day is now capable

Peterbilt truck on the road, I feel

of outputting nearly 200 trucks a day,

part of that.”

all while winning high-level recognition

a Peterbilt signature. From the

and blue-collar workers,” according to
Doug Allgood, who would later become

for its successful, innovative safety, and
environmental initiatives and delivering
the class and quality trucks that the
world has come to expect from Peterbilt.

“We wanted buy-in from their fam-

beginning, Peterbilt has encour-

ilies,” Clara Kerr, a human resources

aged its dealers and customers to visit

Current management has imple-

manager, said in a 2006 interview. “A

the plant, engage with employees, and

mented a new safety program called

family commitment would ensure the

witness their trucks being built from

STOP (Safety Training Observation

family feeling we were trying to establish.

start to finish. It’s an attitude evident

Program) that puts an interesting spin

throughout the plant.

on encouraging best safety practices.

plant manager at Denton. Additionally,

“We set out to hire solid citizens,”

those who qualified for multiple job

she added. “That phrase was used a lot

“I wake up in the morning and am ready

“It’s about learning how to make

interviews often were invited to bring

those first months. We wanted people

to go to work,” says Ken Montgomery,

everyday conversations about working

their spouses to the meetings.

who were involved in their communi-

a paint department specialist who, after

safely part of our routine,” Albert says.
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their kind in North America.

ing of the Nashville plant.

I don’t work on the line, even

unlike any job they’d had before.

plant include “The Peterbilt Experience,”

chassis paint booths, the only ones of

the Texas plant in 2008, with the clos-

As the market slowly recovered, so

helped author what has become

More recent developments at the

manufacturing further consolidated at

from working here. Even though

that working at Peterbilt would be

traditional barriers between white collar
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In 1986, the final truck rolled

It was people like Bishop who

clocks, an attempt “to eliminate the

Throughput multiplies

then,” Bishop says. “I love the

hires, who were soon to learn

For starters, there would be no time

before working at Peterbilt.”

W inter 2021
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Peterbilt Plant by
the Numbers

In January 2017, Peterbilt complet-

expansion project started in 2015 to

expansion project also added 17,500

has the desire and motivation to exceed

our customers tour the plant and witness

ed the first major plant expansion with

increase efficiency and quality through-

square feet of receiving area and 25 new

customer expectations,” says Peterbilt

firsthand the pride and craftsmanship of

out the plant, streamlining materials

dock doors, minimizing congestion at

assistant general manager operations

the plant and maximizing safety.

Leon Handt. “It’s vitally important, I

the opening of a new test building and
automated storage and retrieval system

management, eliminating outside parts

(ASRS) for painted cabs and hoods.

storage and consolidating testing capa-

The addition completed a $75 million

bilities into a more systemic process. The

Other recent innovations include
installation of a new build cell for the

believe, to understand that dynamic.
We see it on display on a daily basis, as

our employees.
“And that’s what makes a Peterbilt the
standard of class in the industry.”

Peterbilt Model 579 UltraLoft, the
10,000th of which recently rolled out
of the plant. New regenerative thermal

Boost fuel efficiency

oxidizers have reduced overall emissions

and driver confidence

from the plant by 50 percent. And

with the lineup

Current square footage: 710,000
Current employees: 2,500
Trucks produced in 2019: 45,000
Trucks produced in last 40 years:
629,000
Different models produced in last
40 years: 24
Miles of wire used in 2019: 34,091
Gallons of paint used
in 2019: 250,000
Different colors per year: 500
Most popular color: White
Second-most popular color:
Viper red
Coolest custom paint request: Fourcolor scheme for In-N-Out Burger

the installation of automated guided

of Michelin fuel

vehicles (AGVs) in the engine trim

efficient drive tires.

department both improve efficiency and
minimize worker fatigue by carrying an
engine on a magnetic track through a
series of production tasks.
“Think of a traditional assembly
line,” Albert says. “This replaces it. It’s
more ergonomic for our people and
offers us more flexibility in production
flow.”

MICHELIN®
X ONE®
LINE ENERGY D

MICHELIN®
XDA® ENERGY +

MICHELIN®
X® LINE
ENERGY D

All told, the Denton expansion project increased production square footage
from 600,000 square feet to more than
710,000 square feet.

• Fuel efficiency – Smartway® verified fuel economy
• Mileage – Long, even wear
• Driver confidence – Excellent traction

Even at 40 years old, the plant is
an exceptionally clean, organized, and
pleasant environment for employees.
People take pride in working there, and

Michelin_ad_Peterbilt.indd 1
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In typical times, such business continuity plans
function as an insurance policy. In 2020, however,
Peterbilt’s plan was one of many that were put to a
real-world test.

“By creating a premier workplace,
we’ve created a culture in which everyone

“For example, we established procedures for handling

vation, and efficiency—much like the
Peterbilt trucks it produces.

Michelin North America Inc., One Parkway South, Greenville, SC 29615
© 2019 Michelin North America, Inc.
The Michelin Man is a registered trademark owned by Michelin North America, Inc.
All rights reserved.

ISO 22301 certification, which Peterbilt’s Denton
facility achieved in 2019, recognizes an ability to prepare, respond to, and recover from disruptive incidents
when they occur.

“We enacted our business continuity plan in late
February, when we started preparing for the pandemic,”
says plant manager Tina Albert. “Having achieved that
certification really helped us get through the stages of
the crisis we have experienced so far.

it remains a model for technology, inno-

Visit: www.MichelinTruck.com

Business Continuity Plan Paid Dividends

sick employees, and how we sanitize things. We redesigned some jobs so they could be done by one person
when they previously had been done by two. We erected
barriers throughout the plant, erected temperature-check
stations, installed hands-free door openers, and wrote
new training manuals. They were what we called safework playbooks. We were quite busy, ensuring that we
could create a working environment as safe as possible
for our employees.
“It’s just the right thing to do,” she says. “A sound
business continuity plan signals to all our stakeholders
that we have a plan if there is a business interruption
of some sort—whether that’s a pandemic, a fire, or a
natural disaster.”

6/27/19 11:17 AM
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An

Unbeatable

TEAM

Peterbilt partners with United Way of Denton County
to change lives—just ask Morris Mathis Jr.

A

fter 16 years pulling freight

permanent address in nearly 20 years—

company has partnered with United Way

across the country, Morris

and it was made possible by Peterbilt’s

of Denton County to raise millions in

Mathis Jr. has had a hard time

corporate social responsibility strategy.

support of the community in which

adjusting to life off the road. He still

it is headquartered. In 2020, Peterbilt

wakes at 2 a.m., ready to hop in his truck

employee and corporate donations com-

and roll down the highway. Instead, he

bined exceeded $423,000—making the

might pull an air mattress into his living
room so that he can try to fall back to
sleep while watching TV. Or he might sit
at his dinette table and write poetry until
the sun comes up. Mathis writes a lot of
poetry, filling whole notebooks with his
steady cursive hand.

20
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“Since 2010, Peterbilt
employees have donated
$4 million; corporate
donations total
$3.5 million. That’s a
significant portion of
the agency’s budget.”

company the largest single supporter of
the agency. Since 2010, Peterbilt employees have donated $4 million; PACCAR
donations total $3.5 million. That’s a
significant portion of the agency’s budget, says United Way of Denton County
President and CEO Gary Henderson.

Mathis, who is 62, moved into his

“The donations that Peterbilt employ-

second-floor apartment in July. The

ees, along with the corporate gift that

modest lodging has a laundry room and

Peterbilt has been a supporter of

comes from the PACCAR Foundation,

a small swimming pool. It’s Mathis’ first

the United Way since the 1980s. The

constitutes anywhere from 10 to 15 perW inter 2021
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cent of our total year,” Henderson says.

managers to find the right fit. She found

raising dollars and increased and more

Henderson reached out to Skoog, who

“For one organization to have that kind

Mathis a cozy, two-bedroom apartment;

complex client needs.” The Eviction

recruited an internal team to produce

of impact over an agency’s whole year is

a local church furnished the space.

Prevention Program has been critical in

a quality event remotely. Henderson

preventing a sharp rise in homelessness

estimates the value of that expertise at

during this crisis. To date, 2,084 house-

$10,000 to $15,000.

holds have received 3,509 months of

A positive attitude

an unusual level of commitment.”

Life changes fast

Mathis’ move from homeless shel-

A native of Lubbock, Texas, Mathis

ter to permanent home came during

got his first job at 16 years old. He

the coronavirus pandemic, a time when

began driving a truck in 2001. He loved

nonprofits all over the country have

seeing the country and earning a good

seen an uptick in needs throughout the

paycheck to support his three children.

community.

assistance to keep people in their homes.

Mathis far prefers his new abode to

“PACCAR and Peterbilt have been

a homeless shelter, but even with his dis-

big supporters of the United Way

ability income he struggles. He’d rather

of Denton County over the last two

be working, he says. He’d much rather

Occasionally, he’d take his grandsons

decades, and we are proud to be part

be out on the road, driving his truck,

out on the road. “David, my oldest

of an organization that is providing

and he recently completed the course-

grandson, he ran 33 states with me. And

additional help for our Denton commu-

work to renew his CDL.

Nicholas, my youngest grandson, I ran
him through 38 states.”
But that all changed in 2017, when

“We always talk about
the dollars, because
they’re unparalleled,
but no one organization
has or is giving an
aggregate at the level
of Peterbilt/PACCAR.”

nity during these difficult times,” says
PACCAR Vice President and Peterbilt
General Manager Jason Skoog.

His

oldest

daughter,

however,

doesn’t want her dad to return to the
road. His instructor at Proving Ground

The company’s generosity doesn’t

Truck Driving School has suggested

stop with financial donations. “We

that Mathis would make a good driver

always talk about the dollars, because

trainer. It’s a role that Mathis has a hard

they’re unparalleled,” Henderson says,

time imagining for himself—but with

“but no one organization has or is giv-

his basic needs taken care of, he doesn’t

with his oldest daughter in Dallas for

ing an aggregate at the level of Peterbilt/

have to decide right now.

two months before moving into a home-

PACCAR. If I send an email or pick

Even though it’s been nearly three

less shelter. “I’m not a shelter person,”

“Peterbilt/PACCAR has been an

up the phone and have a need, if it’s

years since his neck surgery, he’s still

Mathis says. “I woke up each day and

invaluable partner of ours for years,”

within their means to say yes, they will

recovering from the trauma of his fall.

Henderson says. “But when the pan-

say yes—because they see their resources

Doctors would like to operate on his

demic hit, they were the first corpo-

as resources available to the United Way

back, and he’s plagued with knee pain

Amanda Adams is United Way of

rate partner to step up with a large

and the community.”

as well. Specialists visits and physical

Denton County’s housing navigator. She

contribution to our COVID-19 Relief

For example, Henderson says, con-

receives referrals from case managers at

and Recovery Fund, and their con-

tributions have come in the way of mar-

partner agencies for people who need

tribution kick-started our Eviction

keting expertise, technical support, and

Through it all, Mathis has kept a

housing assistance. A local homeless

Prevention Program and the Denton

Six Sigma training. Most recently, when

fighting spirit, and a comfortable home

shelter reached out to her about Mathis,

County CARES funding, supporting the

the agency realized that the pandemic

does wonders for a person’s ability to

and Adams got to work locating a hous-

nonprofit community that’s squeezed

would prevent it from hosting its annual

rest and recover. “It’s a real big thing,”

between the reality of decreased fund-

campaign kickoff breakfast in person,

he says.

Mathis fell and broke his neck. He wore
a cervical collar for six months before
having surgery to repair the damage.
When he was well enough to be discharged from the hospital, he stayed

got out of there. I’d go to the library and
look for work.”

ing match, reaching out to property
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Money and so much more
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therapy are the biggest activities in his
life these days.

Season of Giving
Each fall, Peterbilt employees look forward to the annual United Way
giving campaign, which kicks off with a week of fun fundraising events.
The 2020 Peterbilt campaign exceeded its goal and raised $173,500 for
United Way of Denton County. Together with a $250,000 donation from
PACCAR Foundation, the total amount raised was $423,500. “This has
been a year of great need, and people are good,” says human resources
director Mayra Molina. “Those numbers speak loudly about that.”
During each year’s campaign kickoff, employees participate in a silent
auction with prizes such as a new lawnmower and extra vacation days,
baked goods auction, mini-golf and cornhole tournaments, and more. The
2020 campaign week included popular new events such as a virtual 5K
and the chance to see an executive get a pie in the face. The pieing alone
raised $4,320 and was streamed live, so no one had to miss it.
From 2016 to 2019, the kickoffs culminated on Friday evenings with
the Peterbilt Pride and Class Truck Parade through historic Denton
Square. The family-friendly event draws more than 50 custom Peterbilts
from around the United States and Canada and raises tens of thousands
of dollars. Though COVID preempted the parade in 2020, it should return
in 2021, bigger than ever.
Peterbilt will soon appoint 2021 United Way ambassadors, who will
lead planning for next fall. “It’s our way to contribute to the community
in far-reaching ways,” Molina says. “Instead of doing a little bit here and
there, we touch many more lives by going through United Way.”

W inter 2021
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QUALITY.
PERFORMANCE.
WARRANTY.
KEEP IT GENUINE.

A Decade of Excellence
The PACCAR engine factory in Mississippi celebrates 10 years of manufacturing
excellence and commitment to community.
Since its opening in 2010, the
PACCAR engine factory in Columbus,
Mississippi, has delivered PACCAR
MX engines to Peterbilt fleets and truck
operators. It’s played a major role in

PACCAR Genuine Parts are factory first-fit parts
that keep a Peterbilt as original and reliable as
the day it rolled out of the factory. Look for the
PACCAR Genuine Parts package.

Peterbilt’s growth by providing fuel-efficient engines for customers throughout
the United States and Canada.
Planning for the $400 million engine
plant started in 2006, when an inter-

Available at your Peterbilt dealer.

national PACCAR team of experienced
managers and engineers from Peterbilt,
Kenworth, and DAF were tasked with
laying the groundwork for a state-ofthe-art

Columbus

for

its proximity to
important transportation logistics
networks, its talented people, and
the ability to partner with nearby

from compacted graphite iron (CGI),

and ISO 14000 environmental manage-

a material that is 75 percent stronger

ment and ISO 9001-

and 20 percent lighter than gray iron.

TS quality manage-

CGI offers greater strength and tempera-

ment certifications.

ture resistance than traditional metals,

To date, the fac-

allowing the block to maintain excellent

tory has produced

structural integrity while expanding and

more than 250,000

contracting. PACCAR is the first diesel

PACCAR

engine manufacturer to use the material

“The level of commitment
PACCAR engine factory
employees have toward
their work and their
community is something
that really resonates
within the Peterbilt family
and our customers.”
—Jason Skoog

MX

engines. Additional
investments in factory enhancements
and

production

educational insti-

capacity have posi-

tutions that complement the

tioned the plant to

workforce.
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last decade, such as zero-waste-to-landfill

factory.

PACCAR chose

24

By establishing close ties with area colleges, PACCAR’s Columbus, Mississippi, engine factory has
helped develop a strong pool of highly skilled employees.

meet demand in the decade ahead.

in both the head and block portions.
“The level of commitment PACCAR
engine factory employees have toward
their work and their community is something that really resonates within the
Peterbilt family and our customers. We
would like to congratulate everyone at the

A groundbreaking ceremony in 2007

PACCAR designed the MX-11 and

Columbus, Mississippi, engine factory

marked the start of construction on the

MX-13 engines for unparalleled quality,

for a decade of delivering high-quality,

facility. The innovative factory design and

efficiency, and durability. Each unit car-

fuel-efficient PACCAR MX engines that

industry-leading operations have resulted

ries a design life of 1 million miles, pro-

benefit our customers in many ways,” says

in many honors for manufacturing excel-

viding customers with a significant boost

Peterbilt General Manager and PACCAR

lence and environmental impact over the

to uptime. MX engine blocks are made

Vice President Jason Skoog.
W inter 2021
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SHARED VISION

AND VALUES
For more than 20 years, Texas-based tanker company Andrews
Logistics has relied on Peterbilt to help sustain growth and profits.
Their partnership is built on mutual trust and confidence.

W

hen Bill Andrews met Darron

knew he’d found his younger match. The

Eschle 23 years ago, he knew

two men had similar business philoso-

almost

that

phies and personal values, and “I was

Eschle was not only someone he could

willing to seize the opportunity, which

trust, but also someone with whom he

turned out to be the best decision I ever

could build a new trucking business.

made,” Andrews says.

immediately

Andrews and his family started
Andrews Transport in 1974. A transactional gas and asphalt hauler operating
a fleet of Peterbilts, the business was
successful but subject to seasonal fluctuations and marketplace uncertainties.

“IF YOU GIVE A DRIVER
A PETERBILT, HE’S GOING
TO BE HAPPY.”
—CEO DARRON ESCHLE

“I wanted to create a company that
didn’t operate transactionally,” Andrews
says. “I wanted to start a dedicated con-

with six Peterbilts and one account.

start another company.”

For years, it operated primarily as a van

Eschle was working as a regional manager for UPS and was only 29 at the time.
He calls their first meeting, arranged by
an Andrews vice president as a favor to
a Texaco exec, “the luckiest day of my
business life.”

A running start
When partnerships fail, it’s usually for
one reason or another—poor planning,
Photography by Paul Hartley

Andrews

our existing company, so I decided to

venture. A former J.B. Hunt dispatcher,

F irst C l ass M agazine

company,

Logistics, launched in November 1997

ized he’d found the right partner for that

26

new

tract carrier but knew that would not fit

When Andrews met Eschle, he real-

President and COO Brian Jarvis (left) and Chairman and CEO Darron J. Eschle (right) are 50/50 partners
in Andrews Logistics. “They have a wonderful partnership. They are exact opposites, and that’s probably
why it works,” says Bill Andrews (center), who founded the company with Eschle in 1997.

The

carrier for furniture retailer Bombay
Company. In 2001, Andrews’ son-inlaw Brian Jarvis, experienced in banking
and finance, joined the team. Today,
Eschle as CEO and Jarvis as president
and COO operate as 50/50 partners,
running nearly 400 customized Peterbilt
Model 579s out of 14 U.S. terminals.
Best known for transporting bulk liquids
and hazardous materials in the lower 48
states, as well as Mexico and Canada, it
is among the top five largest privately
held tanker companies in the country.

lack of funding, lack of skills, disagree-

Though Andrews Transport and

ments between parties—but Andrews

Andrews Logistics were entirely sep-

already had deep roots in the trucking

arate companies, Bill Andrews had a

industry, and after meeting Eschle, he

reputation that benefited the new com-

W inter 2021
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Most Andrews drivers run over the road. They usually get
home on weekends, but sometimes they’re out for a couple of
weeks and need a truck that’s comfortable night after night.
Eschle and Jarvis worked closely with their Peterbilt dealer

Andrews Logistics

Location: Southlake, Texas
Founded: 1997
Number of Employees: 410
Primary Freight: Finished lubricants,
additives, base oils, and general
chemicals and resins
Number of Trucks: 390 (80%
Peterbilt)

With an 80-inch sleeper and automated PACCAR transmis-

Model 579 Specs

company has been among the tanker industry’s leaders in acci-

Engine: PACCAR MX-13
Horsepower: 455
Transmission: 12-speed automated
Front Axle: Meritor
Rear Axle: PACCAR
Sleeper: 80-inch
Interior: Premier

Andrews Logistics spec’d its first order of red Model 579s without
chrome trim and accessories. The next order included chrome bumpers
and more—an error that drivers loved, CEO Darron Eschle says. Now all
but those first few Andrews trucks have the eye-catching accents.

on a truck that is spacious on the inside but also lightweight.
sion, there’s plenty of space between the driver’s and passenger’s seats, making for a very roomy environment.
A well-rested driver is part of Andrews Logistics’ safety
plan. So is the Bendix Fusion system, which provides collision
mitigation, adaptive cruise control, and lane departure warning. “We are obsessed with safety,” says Eschle. For years, the
dent-free miles. There are trophies on display and a wall filled
with safety awards at the Texas headquarters to prove it.
Five years ago, the company launched a formal campaign
based on its long-established safety-centric culture. Called
Target Zero, it’s an effort born out of a meeting with an
insurance company safety exec who praised Eschle and his
team for ending a year with only a single rollover, 14 injuries,
and 15 accidents.

pany. “Nobody knew me, because I was

nearly 400 in a relatively short amount of

29, 30 years old,” Eschle says, “but they

time,” Eschle says.

knew Bill. And they knew that if he was
willing to do business with me, then I
was a good guy, too. That’s really where
the Peterbilt relationship came in.”
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The Peterbilt dealer network is now
equally important to the established
company. “Uptime is critical to our organization,” Eschle says. “We can’t afford

“Downtime has a ripple effect on the
customer and the driver. It’s not just the

and owners.

“He said, ‘Do that again!’ Eschle recalls, “and we all sat
there and thought about it and said, ‘Wait a minute. We can’t

cost of getting a truck repaired; it’s also

Jarvis credits the company’s modern Peterbilt fleet with

have a goal of rolling one truck and having 15 accidents.

the cost of the service failure we have

easier driver recruitment and retention, as well as improved fuel

The only acceptable goal is zero accidents, zero injuries, zero

for the customer on that shipment. The

efficiency and safety numbers. “Miles per gallon is the name of

cross-contaminations and spills. That’s the only acceptable

original service issue means that we have

the game in the trucking industry, and Peterbilt comes up with

goal: zero.’”

to put that driver on a later shipment.”

great ideas to help us improve fuel efficiency,” he says. “Every

The partnership that Bill Andrews

to have spare trucks sitting around just

established with a Peterbilt dealer

in case something breaks down. When

decades earlier is part of the DNA of

we buy a piece of equipment, we’re

Fuel efficient, comfortable,
and safe

Andrews Logistics. The dealer was “an

running it five or six years, so we have

integral support for the growth of our
young company, going from six trucks to
F irst C l ass M agazine

Model 579, equipped with features that benefit both drivers

quarter-mile, half-mile, mile per gallon is huge in terms of fuel

So the Andrews team analyzed its most recent incidents,

savings. We just averaged our highest mpg overall.” A good

which took place in the previous few years, and compiled a list

portion of the fuel efficiency is attributable to the PACCAR

of eight items on which to focus Target Zero. “We touch on it

Andrews Logistics has in recent

MX-13 engine and 12-speed automated transmission. Auxiliary

at all safety meetings,” the CEO says. “It’s on our equipment,

to be able to depend on that unit in the

years converted its entire fleet from a

power units also help with those numbers, allowing drivers to

on our uniforms, in our email signatures. I consider it part of

last year just like we did in the first year.

traditional conventional platform to the

be comfortable when they’re parked without idling their trucks.

our culture.”
W inter 2021
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Newly delivered Andrews Logistics Model 579s are carefully prepared to deliver
premium service for the carrier’s customers, safety and comfort for drivers,
and operational efficiency that benefits all stakeholders.

The program has resulted not only in an award-worthy
safety record but also insurance costs that are lower as a
percentage of revenue. Peterbilt has been a partner in that
success.
“Since they know we are always looking to improve
safety, they know that we want to learn about the newest
technology right away,” Eschle says. “We’re committed to
having the latest and greatest safety technology and accident mitigation equipment on all our trucks—to keep our
employees safe as well as the general public operating on
the nation’s highways.
“Peterbilt brought the Bendix Fusion to us knowing
that we want to keep getting better and better,” Eschle says.
That’s just one example of how this great partnership
works, Jarvis says. “Peterbilt reflects our standards and values. That’s important to us.”

FOCUSED ON Family

Left to right: Colton Pittman, Darron Eschle, Madison Eschle
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Darron Eschle is the father of three daughters. Brian
Jarvis has two daughters and two sons. The 50/50 partners in Andrews Logistics are both family guys through and
through—and their commitment to family extends beyond
their homes to the company they continue to grow together.

Eschle brought in daughter Madison
and son-in-law Colton Pittman to
learn the ins and outs of running a
company in general and tanker transporter in particular.

Recent years have seen many tanker fleets sell to private
equity firms. Seeing the upset such sales caused with those
companies’ customers and employees, Eschle and Jarvis
realized the cost to both the seller and the buyer—“and it
hit me that this is our competitive advantage,” Eschle says.
“That strengthened our efforts to wake up every morning
thinking about how we can better take care of our employees so that they can take better take care of our customers.”

Madison was just 4 years old
when her father partnered with Bill
Andrews to start the company. Today
she’s operations manager, handling
sales and human resources. Pittman
recently came aboard after interning
at the company and is learning the
business from dispatch up.

One of the ways the two men intend to do that is through
a succession plan that’s already underway. Jarvis himself
is the second generation of his family in the business, having stepped into his founder father-in-law’s shoes in 2013.

For a lot of owners in this market environment, selling is part of
the plan or equation—but not for this
family. “We think it’s a privilege to

own your own company and control
your own destiny.”
Madison, with her entrepreneurial spirit, agrees and says these conversations—along with her father’s
suggestion that one day one of his
daughters’ husbands might join the
business—gave her an idea.
“They’ve poured their blood
sweat and tears and lives into this.
The idea of seeing it end after one
generation breaks my heart,” says
the 27-year-old. “I don’t want to
sell this. I want this to be an ongoing business. I’ve been sitting at the
dinner table my whole life hearing
about what is going on at the com-

pany and about trucking.” So Madison
approached the partners and asked
for a job, confident she could apply the
skills she’d learned in healthcare to a
new role.
What’s more, Jarvis and Eschle
both want Andrews Logistics’ second
generation to include employees’ children. “It was an epiphany to see our
mechanics and drivers bring in a son
or daughter to work for us,” Eschle
says. “We’re not just talking about
having our second generation involved, we’re talking about their second generation, too. We want our employees’ kids and grandkids to work
at Andrews.”

W inter 2021
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PACCAR SUPPORT

A Lender You Can Count On
In 2021, PACCAR Financial will mark six decades in business. Its deep roots and depth
of knowledge in the trucking industry make for a business partner like no other.
owner-operator is buying a Peterbilt,

cially affected by economic cycles,

they have an expert who understands

with ups and downs influenced by

their truck and their business. With

We have a full suite of financial

many factors. Freight demand, freight

PACCAR Financial, they have a lender

products available for equipment

rates, fleet capacity, and fuel prices

who is going to be there with them

financing, including specialized bun-

create an ever-changing dynamic that

through all economic cycles. Banks will

dled finance programs created with the

requires strength, tenacity, and partners

step away when the economic environ-

truck purchaser in mind. Among them:

with experience. PACCAR Financial

ment isn’t strong, but we’re there for

 fixed- or variable-rate retail loans

the long haul. The success of Peterbilt

 terminal rental adjustment clause

President Craig Gryniewicz shares how
almost 60 years in truck financing
allows the company to provide unparalleled flexible services and support.

How is PACCAR Financial
different from other
lenders?

32

What products do you offer
truck customers?

The trucking business is espe-

customers is important to us.
It’s important to note, too, that
we lend to all types of truck customers, from the owner-operator to the
large fleets. That allows us to stay

(TRAC) leases

operating and fair market value
(FMV) leases

bundled warranties and rebates
combined with loans or leases
All of our solutions are customized

To start, we are 100 percent dedi-

with customers as they grow. That’s

cated to trucking. We provide loans and

not necessarily true for banks. Some

to the buyer.

leases through Peterbilt dealers in the

don’t lend to small businesses, and oth-

United States and Canada. Typical lend-

ers might advise a small business that

ers service all different kinds of business.

grows too large to find another financ-

They might know a little bit about a lot

ing resource. Not us. As our customers’

How does the PACCAR
Financial used truck
network benefit customers
and dealers?

of businesses, but they’re not experts in

businesses expand over their lifecycle,

any one business. When a fleet or an

so, too, does our relationship.
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PACCAR Financial operates five
used truck centers. We are the largest
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Stay strong.
reseller of Peterbilt trucks in the world.

technology for us to be able to conduct

This allows us to not only remarket

business during COVID-19.

trucks coming off leases but also take
in trades to help facilitate new truck
purchases. For example, if a fleet owner
wants to buy 10 new Peterbilt trucks and

Once a contract is on the books,
the customer uses the online payment
system to make payments via computer
or mobile device.

return 10 Peterbilt trucks, we can assist a
dealer with that trade. What’s more, we
work hard to maximize the resale value
of the Peterbilt product. This allows us
to provide very competitive payments
on FMV leases. An extended network
through which to sell used trucks also
helps preserve the value of used equipment, and resale value is important to
any customer buying a new truck.

“The customer can have
the confidence that the
next time they need
to do something very
quickly—if all of a sudden
there’s a new need for
trucks—they don’t have
to worry about going to
a bank and reapplying.”

in person, there are PACCAR Financial
offices around the United States and
Canada, a nationwide sales staff and five
used truck centers. Plus, every Peterbilt
dealership has professionals in their
finance and insurance departments with
direct links to PACCAR Financial.

Let’s talk about the future.
Where are things headed?
Right now, all truck owners are
wondering what trucking looks like in
the months and years ahead. As part of
the PACCAR family, we are connected
with Peterbilt and are right there as they
develop the next generation of products. As the trucks change, as trucking

How easy is it to work with
PACCAR Financial?

changes, we’ll evolve, too. We will sup-

Making things easy for Peterbilt cus-

We also make pre-approved lines

tomers is a priority for us. We under-

of credit available to fleets of all sizes

stand that time is money, and we’re

so they can be ready for their next

saving customers money by using indus-

truck purchase. With credit approval up

try-leading technology. We have quick

front, they don’t have to deal with credit

credit approvals and a state-of-the-art

applications on a truck-by-truck basis.

online services platform available 24

It sounds simple.

hours a day, seven days a week to allow

If someone does need to meet with us

port customers whatever that looks like.
Technology moves fast, and we’re excited
that trucks are more connected than
ever, thus providing more information
than ever. Data and connectivity help us
be a better lender. They’re a lens into our
customers’ needs—something the local
bank doesn’t have available.

Yes, and it actually works that way.

We are here to lend to Peterbilt

What’s powerful is that the customer

customers and focused on making

We were the first in the indus-

can have the confidence that the next

them more successful. When customers

try with e-contracts and e-signatures,

time they need to do something very

purchase a premium product, they expect

allowing customers to receive their

quickly—if all of a sudden there’s a new

the support systems to be premium as

contracts and sign electronically from

need for trucks—they don’t have to worry

well. The premium nature of the Peterbilt

anywhere in the world at their conve-

about going to a bank and reapplying.

is exemplified in the dealer network,

nience. Eliminating the need for cus-

The financing isn’t a question, and the

PACCAR Financial, and PACCAR Parts—

tomers to travel to a dealership and

customer can focus on the purchase, the

today and tomorrow. That’s how we create

appear in person has been an amazing

equipment, and their business.

a best-in-class business experience.

customers to manage their accounts.

Delo 400 keeps every Peterbilt
truck ready for what’s next
®

It’s a long road, with no room for risk. Use the right oil
from the start so that you’re always ready—no matter
what’s ahead.
chevronlubricants.com
© 2019 Chevron. All rights reserved. All trademarks are property of Chevron Intellectual Property LLC or their respective owners.
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Peterbilt Customers Can
Now Order Three EV Models
The company’s first electric configurations are ready to roll.

Peterbilt is leading the charge in
alternative powertrain offerings. For more
than a year, the company’s trucks have
been collecting real-world miles, and
now three models are ready for customers
seeking zero-emissions options.
Model 220EV: Two high-energydensity battery packs and an on-board
charger give the Model 220EV a range
of up to 200 miles on a full charge. The
recommended DC fast-charging system
recharges battery packs in one to two
hours, making the Model 220EV ideal

for local pickup and delivery, as well as
short, regional operations.
Model 520EV: With a range of
80 to 100 miles, including 1,100 bin
cycles when used with an automated
side loader or 130 compactor cycles with
a rear-loader refuse body, the Model
520EV has two options for chassis
configurations. High-energy-density
lithium iron phosphate battery packs
recharge in three to four hours with the
recommended DC fast-charging system.
Meritor 14Xe e-axles provide power to

ALL-ELECTRIC POWERTRAIN
The fully integrated, all-electric powertrain of the Model
220EV is designed for optimal weight distribution and
performance. Battery packs are mounted outside
of the frame rails, with air tanks mounted
inside the frame.

Optional Rear
Charger

Chiller

 The direct-drive motor runs through direct
power to the drive shaft, eliminating the need for
a transmission.

Air Tank

Electric Motors
MD HV2600 HD
HV3500

Production Axle

Existing Battery Box

Battery Packs
141kWh & 282kWh

Power Cradle

Production Driveline
SPL100
BMS Controls &
Battery Disconnects
Standard Front
Charger
36
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 An invertor converts the energy from the batteries and provides power to the electric drive
motor.

L
 ithium iron phosphate (LFP) battery packs are
mounted outside the frame rails. The batteries are
thermally controlled with the chiller to provide a
consistent temperature to optimize battery life.
R
 egenerative braking captures energy from
stop-and-go conditions to recharge the batteries
and help maximize the vehicle’s range.
 The power electronics cradle includes the
vehicle’s on-board charger, battery disconnect
controls, vehicle software, cab heater unit,
vehicle software, and air compressor. The cradle
is located in a single, easily accessible service
point, where a traditional diesel engine would
be found.
W inter 2021
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in three to four hours when used in
conjunction with the recommended
charger, the 579EV is ideal for regional
haul, drayage, pickup and delivery, and
last-mile operations.
Designed

for

optimal

weight

distribution and performance, these trucks
are extremely quiet—a feature drivers
love—and the cabover configuration is
easy to maneuver and provides excellent
visibility. Regenerative braking captures
energy from stop-and-go conditions to
An enhanced dash cluster clearly communicates the information required for a driver to safely and
efficiently operate Peterbilt electric vehicles.

recharge the batteries during operation
and help maximize range. Service is easy,

BRIDGESTONE IS
HERE TO TAKE YOUR
FLEET FURTHER

which maximizes uptime.
the wheels (tandem drive optional). The
e-axle motors have two-speed gearing,
and the e-axle wheel ends provide an
additional 2:1 hub reduction, converting
power for comfortable driving speeds.
Drive inverters deliver battery power to
the e-axle motors.
Model 579EV: All the aerodynamic

benefits, driver comforts, superior visibility,
spacious interior, and safety measures
of the Model 579 meet the advanced
technology of an electric powertrain. In
a tandem drive configuration, Meritor
14Xe e-axles provide power through
the drive inverters. With a range up
to 150 miles, this truck also has highenergy-density battery packs that recharge

All models can be configured and
quoted through the SmartSpec sales
tool at any Peterbilt dealer location.
Deliveries of the Model 220EV are
expected to start by the end of 2020.
Production of the Model 520EV and
Model 579EV is expected to begin in
2021 (Q1 and Q2, respectively).

Peterbilt Wins Two Prestigious
Manufacturing Leadership Council Awards
The National Association of Manufacturers awarded Peterbilt Motors
Company two prestigious Manufacturing Leadership Awards in recognition
of leadership in manufacturing and efforts in diversity.

The Denton’s manufacturing plant’s
Night Shift Production initiative earned
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the Operational Excellence Leadership Award. The Peterbilt Women’s
Initiative (PBWin), part of Peterbilt’s
Diversity Council, earned the Talent
Management Award.

“Peterbilt is proud to be recognized for our ongoing initiatives to
optimize our manufacturing processes

while continuing to build the industry’s highest quality trucks,” says Jason Skoog, Peterbilt general manager
and PACCAR vice president. “Diversity is a cornerstone of our success at
Peterbilt, and I’m excited to see our
PBWin team be recognized for their
outstanding efforts.”

NEW!

Introducing the New
Bridgestone R284™ Ecopia
The R284™ Ecopia is a steer tire that gives you the best of both worlds: long wear
life and the fuel efficiency benefits Ecopia tires are known for. Thanks to innovative
technology the R284 delivers significant wear life while also improving rolling
resistance by 5%, compared to the R283A™*. With unparalleled service and the
nation’s largest network of dealers, Bridgestone is here to take your fleet further.
*Based on rolling resistance measurements on 16-ply tires sized 295/75R22.5. Results may vary.

R284 ™ ECOPIA
STEER

COMMERCIAL.BRIDGESTONE.COM

©2019 BRIDGESTONE AMERICAS TIRE OPERATIONS, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Brookfield, WI 53005

DELIVERS
DAY AFTER DAY

Peterbilt’s distinctive Model 579 combines class-leading performance and
unparalleled comfort. The 579 Day Cab is available with the fuel-efficient,
dependable PACCAR Powertrain in a wide range of applications. It features
a shorter wheelbase for greater maneuverability. The 579 is equipped
with numerous driver assistance safety systems including lane departure
warning, collision mitigation and object detection. Inside, the 579’s
spacious cab surrounds the driver in comfort while providing amenities
that improve productivity. The Peterbilt 579 delivers day after day.
Powered by

To find your nearest dealer, visit peterbilt.com

CLASS PAYS

